
Mojave Plants
Scavenger Hunt



It's hot and dry here! 

In a place like the
Mojave Desert, where
little water is present, 
 plants also get thirsty,

just like you and I. 



Plants have
ADAPTATIONS that
allow them to survive
(live and grow) in
different areas. 

Plant Adaptations 

an adaptation can be a color, a physical characteristic, ...



These adaptations might make it very difficult
for the plant to survive in a different place. 

This Joshua Tree would
not grow in that snowy
mountain top naturally



Let's see if you can
discover the

adaptations of desert
plants through a 

SCAVENGER HUNT!



Here are some clues before you get started. 
Consider the structure and function of the following items...

What does it do? What is it used for? 

Sponge
Felt or fur

Parasol

Candle



Sponge

Felt or fur

Parasol

Candle

absorbs water! 

feels prickly...

provides shade!

feels smooth... 



Can you find plants with
similar characteristics as

the previous items? 

Mojave Plants
Scavenger Hunt!



Look for plant that have the same
characteristics as the objects in your bag.

Record them in your Mojave Scavenger Worksheet

All done? 
Check out the answers next! 



Examples: Barrel Cactus (left)
and Beavertail Cactus (right)

Drought Resistors 

Desert plants in the
Cacti family are able
to soak up and store
water! 

Adaptation: bulge/
swell up 



help their surface reflect
sunlight so that the plant
can stop moisture from
evaporating

Heat Reflectors

Example:
Brittlebush

Adaptation: light-colored
spines, hairs, or leaves 



help reduce the surface area of the plant, which
prevents evaporation

Shade Providers

Examples : Cholla Cactus (left), Mojave Yucca (middle), Joshua Tree (right)

Adaptation: finely divided leaves/spines 



Waxy Coating

doesn't let water escape
meaning it reduces that
plant's water loss

Example:
Creosote

Bush

Adaptation: a waxy surface 

Example:
Beavertail

Cactus



Describe three examples of how plant
structures are modified due to low

water availability and high
temperatures.ratuurees.

Let's review! 

ttem



What kinds of
adaptations would you

predict plants might
develop in response to

EXCESS water
availability? 

Let's make a prediction!
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